ONTARIO REFRIGERATION & AIR CONDITIONING
CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION


45TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING – AN
AMERICAN CLASSIC
th

The Host Venue for the 45 Annual General Meeting
was “The Breakers” in Palm Beach, Florida.
Originally built in 1896, The Breakers is a one-of-a-kind
destination that could not be replicated today. One of the
few remaining privately held hotels in the United States
to remain independent of chain affiliation; it is still under
the stewardship of its original single-family ownership –
descendants of founder Henry Flagler. That
entrepreneurial spirit empowers this resort to satisfy a
client’s every imaginable need or preference.

Committed to Industry Excellence
since 1967

One hundred and twenty six industry delegates and
associates experienced “An American Classic” that will
be a hard act to follow.
th

The 45 Annual General Meeting was held on Saturday,
May 12, 2012. An election was held to resolve the
Board of Directors for 2012 – 2013.
The elected Directors are:
Mr. Tony Mammoliti – Ambient Mechanical Ltd.
Mr. Phil Taggart – Black & McDonald Limited
Mr. Ted Martin – Cimco Refrigeration
Mr. Bob Burton – E.A. Group
Mr. Grant Sheahan – Honeywell Limited
Congratulations Gentlemen.
Mr. Brian Carey, Co-Chair of the recently appointed
Apprentice Intake Committee provided delegates with a
progress report on the achievements realized to date in
the revised Apprentice Intake Procedures.
The selection process in the GTA area is nearing
completion while testing and interviews are scheduled
for the month of June in London, Ottawa and Thunder
Bay.
All Delegates were invited to meet again in the week of
th
April 21, 2013 to celebrate the 46 Anniversary of the
Association at the Arizona Biltmore in Phoenix, Arizona.

Set amidst breathtaking beauty in a world famous locale,
The Breakers Palm Beach is a legendary icon of
timeless luxury, magnificent architecture and endless
history.
This
captivating
resort
provides refined
and
sophisticated luxury in a comfortable, yet captivating
Island Resort experience.

KQ LINE

Quiet
REFRIGERATION DUTY
CONDENSING UNITS
SCROLL OR HERMETIC COMPRESSORS
ENERGY EFFICIENT • COMPACT

KQ-LINE QUIET REFRIGERATION
DUTY CONDENSING UNITS
Design Highlights

Variable Speed EC Motors

Quiet Operation
(Standard) Provide...
High Efficiency
• Energy Savings Through
Speed Reduction
Compact Design
•
Reduced Sound Levels
Minimal Product Footprint
• Low Refrigerant Charge
Optional Wall Mounting Kit
Due To No Flooding Valve
Copeland or
Tecumseh Compressors
• Scroll and Hermetic
Compressor Models Available
•
•
•
•
•
•

• 1 - 6 HP HIGH/MED. TEMP (0ºF - +40ºF SST) R404A/R407C
• 1 - 6 HP LOW TEMP (-40ºF - 0ºF) R404A
• LOW AMBIENT OPERATION (AS LOW AS -35ºF)
• 208-230/1/60, 208-230/3/60, 460/3/60

Testing Results Show…
• Sound levels are approx 15 dBA lower than conventional style condensing units at 70°F (full speed)
• Sound levels are approx 20 dBA lower than conventional condensing units below 70°F (lower speed)
• Save up to 25% on energy costs*
• Head pressure and stable liquid temperature to the TXV maintained to ensure optimal TXV performances

How Quiet is the
KeepRite Quiet Unit?

Dog
Barking

75
decibels

71

2HP Scroll
Conventional
decibels
Unit*

65

Normal
Conversation decibels
Electric
Razor

2HP Scroll
Quiet Unit*
Whisper

55
decibels

60
decibels

For more information,
scan this QR Code
with your mobile device.
Visit your device’s app
store to download
a QR Code reader.

40
decibels

www.k-rp.com/quietunit

*D
 ependent upon numerous factors, please refer to
product documentation for complete details

We design and manufacture a complete line of commercial refrigeration products.
Find out more at www.k-rp.com or call us at (519) 751-0444 or 1-800-463-9517.

Just in case you missed the 45
priceless!

th

Annual General Meeting – you cannot put a value on the Industry fellowship – it’s

THE RIGHT FIT IS CRITICAL
That’s why Aon is proud to provide an insurance program that is
specifically designed for Refrigeration and Air Conditioning contractors.
ORAC members will now have access to a broader insurance program
that will meet their unique insurance needs.
This discounted program can provide coverage for:
• Sudden and Accidental Pollution
• Limited Fungi Coverage
• Contractors Re-Work
• Contractors Errors and Omissions
• Blanket Contractors Equipment
• Surety resources
• Group Benefit plans
Contact Aon to learn more.
905.287.4837
darlene.diplock@aon.ca

CMC_A001_0512_RH9583

COUNT ON US...
The right product.
The right price.

We could have
shown them all,
but they would not
fit in the box.
WWG TOTALINE,
YOUR PARTNER
OF CHOICE.

away

wwgtotaline.ca

ATTENTION OWNERS!

Shop at WWG TOTALINE and you could WIN
a brand new 2013 Nissan NV service van!

Entry is based on your parts purchased from May 1 to November 30, 2012.
BONUS entries! Watch your email or in-store for details. PLUS you could WIN 1 of 6 $1,000
WWG TOTALINE shopping sprees! Yet another reason to rely on the WWG TOTALINE Ad-VAN-tage!
Contest open to licensed or certified HVAC/R dealer or contractor owners.

Giveaway

Improve your chances and register early at wwgtotaline.ca

Win/ Win!
IN
IN

And don’t forget about our WIN/WIN
free merchandisepromotion! Buy stuff – get stuff!
2012 Visit www.totaline.com/winwin for details.
2012
* Full details and official contest rules available in-store and at wwgtotaline.ca.

CMX-CIPHEX SHOW POSTS STRONG
RESULTS

consumers who may not realize the risks of participating
in the cash economy.

A big thank you goes out to all our volunteers for
manning the ORAC booth at yet another successful
CMX-CIPHEX 2012 conference from March 22 to 24 at
the Metro Toronto Convention Centre!

Statistics Canada estimates that the underground
economy was about 2.2 percent of Canada’s gross
domestic product in 2008, or about $36 billion. While the
Province has taken action to enhance collections and
audits, more can be done to address the underground
economy.

The 20th biennial national trade show and learning
forum attracted over 14,000 registrants who came to the
show seeking new products, information and plenty of
industry networking.
“With over 900 booths, CMX-CIPHEX is truly the
showplace for the industry," says Show Committee
Chairman, David Morden. “Not only is it a source for new
products and trends, it’s an outstanding opportunity to
come face-to-face with suppliers. You get answers and
pick up new ideas."

Those sentiments were echoed by Show Manager,
Patrick Shield. “The floor was busy each day of the show
and our numbers indicate that more than 10 per cent of
our attendees visited the show for two and three days.
That says we have the kind of products and the
information they're looking for. They're willing to set
aside time from a busy schedule to devote themselves to
a day or more at their industry show."

Other jurisdictions have implemented a number of
measures that Ontario should consider. In particular,
Quebec has been successful in tackling the underground
economy and tax evasion through action in specific
sectors:
•

Introducing recent legislative changes to broaden
penalties for non-compliance, which include the
imposition of prison sentences of up to five years less
a day for serious tax delinquency;

•

Intensifying tax audits;

•

Working across government and with industry to
address key high-risk sectors such as construction
and products like alcohol and tobacco;

•

Raising public awareness of the impact of unreported
income;

•

Requiring compliance certificates for businesses
wanting to obtain public contracts; and

•

Requiring that certain establishments provide their
customers with a bill produced using a sales
recording module authorized by Revenue Quebec.

The Drummund Report (Recommendation 18-4)
recommended enhancing Ontario’s ability to detect and
recover revenues from underground economic activity by
linking more databases to reported transactions for tax
purposes.
Working with the Office of the Information and Privacy
Commissioner of Ontario to ensure the protection of
privacy, actions would include:
•

Implementing legislative changes to better enable
data sharing (e.g., permit, licensing and registration
information) and database matching across
ministries, municipalities and federal government
departments;

•

Creating a wealth indicator database as done in
Quebec;

•

Expanding reporting requirements for certain financial
transactions; and

•

Entering into an underground economy agreement
with the federal government to better share
information and invest more resources in coordinating and strengthening compliance efforts to
combat the underground economy.

UNDERGROUND ECONOMY
The Federal and Ontario governments have taken
significant steps to reduce the tax burden on people and
businesses. At the same time, there is increasing
pressure to fund important public services that citizens
benefit from such as health care and education. The
underground economy creates an unfair tax burden for
taxpayers and makes it difficult for legitimate businesses
to remain competitive with those participating in the
underground economy. Addressing the underground
economy creates a level playing field for taxpayers and
businesses. It also helps provide greater protection to

Humidification
Gas Detection & Monitoring
Pool Dehumidification
Data Centre Cooling
Air Purification
Vertical Stack HRV
Desiccant Dehumidification
Direct Steam Injection
Infrared Heaters & Air Heating
Heat Recovery & Air Handling
g Boiler Systems
y
Condensing

208 Britannia Road East, Unit 1, Mississauga, Ontario L4Z 1S6
Phone (905) 890-8908

www.kilmerenv.com

Fax (905) 890-8915

Discover the Discus® Compressor that comes fully loaded
and ready to drive. And drive. And drive.

Introducing the Discus® III with CoreSense™ Tecnology Onboard
End users want cold and they want it reliably. Emerson Climate Technologies engineers
have developed innovative technologies via compressor electronics to increase compressor
reliability and life. All new Discus compressors are shipped with
CoreSense technology onboard. When adverse conditions exist,
CoreSense technology can proactively shut down the compressor
to prevent future damage until the condition is no longer present,
enabling longer compressor life and sustained product integrity
while protecting the refrigeration investment. Find out more at
your authorized Copeland Distributor.

Le logo Emerson Climate Technologies est une marque de commerce et de service d'Emerson Electric Co. ©2012 Emerson Electric Co.

This may mean greater efforts by the WSIB in tackling
the underground economy in construction and other
sectors.

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
When our lawn mower broke and wouldn’t run, my wife
kept hinting to me that I should get it fixed. But, somehow
I always had something else to take care of first, the shed,
the boat, making beer . . . always something more
important to me. Finally she thought of a clever way to
make her point.
When I arrived home one day, I found her seated in the tall
grass, busily snipping away with a tiny pair of sewing
scissors. I watched silently for a short time and then went
into the house. I was gone only a minute, and when I
came out again, I handed her a toothbrush. I said, “When
you finish cutting the grass, you might as well sweep the
driveway.”
The doctors say I will walk again, but I will always have a
limp

THREATS IN THE WORKPLACE AND BILL
168
Bill 168 introduced a number of amendments to
Ontario’s Occupational Health and Safety Act, to
address violence or harassment in the workplace.
In Kingston (City) v. Canadian Union of Public
Employees, Local 109, Arbitrator Elaine Newman
recently considered the effect of Bill 168. The Grievor,
with some 28 years of service, was terminated for
uttering a threat against a co-worker, who was also her
Local Union President. The Grievor had a history of
angry confrontations with her supervisors and coworkers and had been previously discharged and
reinstated on two separate occasions.
The Employer concluded, after investigating, that a
threat had occurred, that the threat irretrievably
damaged the employment relationship and that, in light
of the Bill 168 amendments and the seriousness of the
incident, it had no choice but to terminate the Grievor.
During the termination meeting, the Grievor expressed
no remorse, and did not apologize for or explain her
behaviour.
The Union grieved the dismissal, taking the position that
the termination was premature and based on an
unproven perception of danger. In particular, the Union
argued that Bill 168 does not mandate automatic
termination for workplace violence nor does it supplant
the common law requirements of progressive discipline
and proportionality in response to misconduct.
Arbitrator Newman held that Bill 168 affects the arbitral
process of determining the appropriate disciplinary

penalty for acts of alleged workplace violence in four
fundamental ways.
1. Threatening Language Constitutes “Workplace
Violence”
In light of Bill 168, language that suggests
impending danger or death may be considered an
act of violence. While vexatious and unwelcome
language is serious in its own right, “language that is
made in direct reference [to] the end of a person’s
life or that suggests impending danger, falls into a
category of its own. This is not just language, it is
violence.” Further, as Arbitrator Newman clarified,
“there need not be evidence of an immediate ability
to do physical harm. There need not be evidence of
intent to do harm” rather, it is the utterance itself
which constitutes the workplace violence.
2. Employers Are Required to Fully Investigate and
React Appropriately to Allegations of Threats
Bill 168 requires that the alleged utterance of a
threat must be reported, investigated and
addressed. In Arbitrator Newman’s words:
The utterance of a threat in the workplace requires
that the workplace parties stop cold. They must
report. They must investigate. They must assess
the existence of real danger. They must act.
However, this does not mean that termination is
always the appropriate response. An employer’s
response to workplace incidents must still be
“informed, reasonable and proportionate.”
3. “Seriousness of the Incident” Accorded More
Weight
Bill 168 has affected how an arbitrator might assess
the reasonableness of termination should a threat be
found to have been made. Although traditional
factors such as the seriousness of the threat or
attack, whether the incident was a flare-up or
premeditated act, whether there was provocation
and whether the Grievor has expressed genuine
remorse and made a sincere apology continue to
apply, Bill 168 may require an arbitrator to give
greater weight to the seriousness of the incident.
4. “Workplace Safety” a Factor
Bill 168 requires that workplace safety be
considered when assessing whether and/or what
kind of a disciplinary response is appropriate in the
circumstances. While workplace safety used to be
considered as part of the question “to what extent
can this employment relationship be repaired?”,
arbitrators must now specifically address the
question: “To what extent is it likely that this

GOOD…14.5 SEER
BETTER… 24.5 SEER
BEST… 26.1 SEER–The highest in the industry!

NEW! Inverter Compressor
Cool Only Now Available.

• Most models in stock
at all times
• Staff knowledgeable on all
aspects of Daikin Equipment
• The best customer service
in the industry!
• Design/Build support
available at no charge

Commercial Splits 18 to 42,000 BTU Up to 19 SEER.
All Daikin Mini Splits offer the
Now Available for
Industry Best Warranty
commercial
6 Year Compressor
applications:
6 Year Parts
Low Ambient models
6 Year Labour
9 through 42,000 BTU.

2 Ton Low Ambient

$1799
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Earning your business with the best tehnical and service support in the business.

OMFORT
CONNECTIONS

Your Source for Specialty
Heating & Cooling Products

employee, if returned to the workplace, can be relied
upon to conduct himself or herself in a way that is
safe for others?” Workplace safety is an important
consideration because, as the Arbitrator found, “the
employment relationship will be incapable of
reparation, if the offending employee is likely to
render the employer incapable of fulfilling its
obligation to provide a safe workplace under the
Occupational Health and Safety Act.”

on the horizon, it is not a surprise that our contractors
are concerned about the pool of labour that is available
to them.”
According to the Construction Sector Council, Ontario is
facing a shortage of nearly 100,000 skilled tradespeople
by 2019, with acute shortages expected in trades like
boilermakers,
construction
managers,
gasfitters,
industrial instrument technicians, millwrights, pipefitters
and welders will see the most need over the next
few years.
Expected major construction projects are fuelling
the demand for more skilled tradespeople. Projects
like expanded public transit across the GTA and
Central Ontario, mining facilities in Northern
Ontario, infrastructure projects for the 2015 Pan Am
Games, investments in energy infrastructure,
including refurbishing our nuclear power plants,
and ongoing work with water and wastewater
treatment plants mean steady growth in
construction – and a need for skilled workers.
The Ipsos-Reid telephone survey of 500 nonresidential, commercial and institutional contractors
across Ontario was conducted between Nov. 28
and Dec. 14, 2011.
Results are considered
accurate within 4.4% 19 times out of 20.

The City of Kingston decision confirms the significance
of Bill 168 – even in the absence of an intent to do harm
– now constitute workplace violence; such threats must
be investigated and assessed accordingly; and that
while Bill 168 may not amount to “zero tolerance”
legislation, serious discipline, including termination, may
be appropriate in situations involving threats in the
workplace.

SKILLED LABOUR SHORTAGE REMAINS A
CONCERN
TORONTO, Ont. – while there are generally positive
feelings about construction business growth through
2012, there remains concerns about securing the right
workforce that can do the jobs that need doing, says a
recent survey conducted by the Ontario Construction
Secretariat (OCS).
The survey found that only 18 percent of contractors in
the province expect an increase in the availability of
skilled construction workers, versus 26 per cent who
expect their availability to decline. This opinion was
particularly extreme in Northern and Eastern Ontario,
where work expectations are the highest.
“When the Province is working, it grows,” say Sean
Strickland, Chief Executive Officer of the OCS. “Building
a strong and stable workforce for Ontario is a foundation
of our economic prosperity. With many exciting projects

ONTARIO BUDGET 2012 - INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENT TO REMAIN HEALTHY,
DESPITE AN ENVIRONMENT OF FISCAL
AUSTERITY
As expected, the McGuinty government plans to balance
Ontario’s budget by 2017-2018. In order to facilitate this,
program spending growth will be held to average a mere
1.0% between 2011-2012 and 2014-2015. This implies
significantly softer spending growth in key expenditures
areas like health care, education, post-secondary and
training, justice, and children’s and social services.
Impact on Institutional and Engineering
Construction:
The government stated that it plans to spend $35 billion
on infrastructure over the next three years. For this
fiscal year (i.e. 2012-2013), total infrastructure
expenditures are actually projected to increase slightly to
$13.9 billion (from $13.8 billion last year), despite an
environment of fiscal austerity. This is the 2nd highest
level in the past 10 years, topped only by spending in FY
2010-2011. The government did not mention any longerterm infrastructure plans in the budget.
The expenditure increase is concentrated in the
transportation sector, specifically provincial highways
and transit. Spending on the former is expected to jump
by 30% while the latter increases by a more modest 4%.
This is a clear positive for engineering construction.

Together, we can combine the strength of
the past, with the precision, and energy
efficiency of the future.
Preserving food freshness longer and saving energy – that’s why more and more supermarkets are upgrading to the
superior performance of Sporlan’s electronically controlled step motor CDS valves. The CDS provides:
• Precise temperature control: within +/- .5 degree F,
• Reduced pull-down time after defrost: up to 50% quicker
• Reduced energy consumption: up to 15% reduction, based on the application
And, the SORIT to CDS Conversion Kit upgrades your existing SORIT valves to CDS performance, while downsizing your
upfront expense. The kit can provide a 50% reduction in labor over traditional installation — no removing old valves, no
brazing new valves, and it reduces system downtime.
Combining the strength of the SORIT, with the precision and efficiency of the CDS.

www.sporlan.com

07-009 SoritToCDS.indd 1

8/9/10 2:15 PM

Within the transportation sector, the government notes
that it will continue its investment in previously approved
high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes but will delay
further investment in HOV lanes. This action does not
impact commitments to the Windsor-Essex Parkway, the
407 East extension and the new HOV lanes on Highway
417.

Combating the Underground Economy:

•

measures to mitigate the use of point-of-sale
software designed to electronically conceal sales

All other major infrastructure sectors will see spending
declines this year, headlined by a $131 million drop in
“other” infrastructure spending. Meantime, spending on
education and hospitals will also be lower. Within the
hospital sector, the government announced plans to
cancel four previously announced hospital projects
and rescope two others. The projects to be cancelled
are:

•

measures to enhance information sharing across
Ontario ministries

•

measures to help identify those who facilitate or
participate in tax evasion schemes

•

measures that create successful collaborative work
among ministries

•

working with the federal government on additional
compliance activities

•
•
•
•

the West Lincoln Memorial Hospital redevelopment
the hemodialysis unit replacement at Sunnybrook
Health Sciences Centre
the emergency and ambulatory project at South
Bruce Grey Health Sciences Centre and
the ambulatory and inpatient project at Wingham
and District Hospital

The two projects that will be rescoped are:
•
•

Phase 2 of the mental health complex at Brockville
General Hospital
the Emergency, Ambulatory and Mental Health
Project at St Thomas Elgin General Hospital

Softening investment in health, education and justice
infrastructure suggests declining institutional investment
this year. However, the combined decline in all three
sectors is only about $300 million, implying that the level
of institutional activity - while lower- will remain healthy.
Support for Apprenticeship:
The
government
has
recognized
that
apprenticeship registrations have been on the
completion rates have only averaged about
Encouragingly, the government wishes to
apprentices complete their training by:

while
rise,
50%.
help

•

introducing technical literacy and numeracy support
to training and expanding exam prep courses

•

redesigning the Ontario Youth Apprenticeship
Program and Pre-Apprenticeship Program to
improve their effectiveness

•

enhancing connections between apprenticeship and
employment services

•

introducing strategies to address barriers to entry for
key groups such as youth, Aboriginal Peoples and
women

•

reviewing the effectiveness and efficiency of the
previously-introduced
Ontario
Apprenticeship
Training Tax Credit

The government experiences tax losses due to the
underground economy and is exploring various ways of
combating its spread including:

Overall, the tone of the budget is much more positive for
the construction industry than anticipated in the weeks
leading up to its release, at least for this fiscal year. For
example, the document reveals plans for increased
infrastructure investment in FY 2012-2013. Additionally,
while expenditures in hospitals and schools and
universities will drop, the level of investment in these key
components of institutional construction will remain
healthy. Furthermore, the government has reiterated its
commitment to helping apprentices and combating the
underground economy.

PERSONAL BRIEFS
Carrier Canada Ltd., Mississauga, ON, has announced
that Rusty Jennings, Vice President, Residential Sales,
will retire at the end of 2012 after 45 years with the
company. Rusty has also served in a number of
volunteer positions with the Heating, Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Institute of Canada including Chairman
of the Manufacturers Division.
Heritage Centre honours Garth Denison – the Canadian
HVACR Heritage Centre honoured Garth Denison during
the CMX-CIPHEX Luncheon in Toronto March 22. Garth
Denison was inducted into the group’s HVACR Hall of
Fame.
Garth is well known in the industry after 50 years with
Carrier, Dupont and Sporlan Valve. He is an author of
several refrigeration books, taught refrigeration at
Humber College in Toronto and is a former president of
the Refrigeration Service Engineers Society. He is also
known for his sense of humour. “I’m living proof that
refrigerants are preservatives,” he joked during his
acceptance speech.
Please visit
information.

www.hvacrhritagecentre.ca

for

more

Introducing...
the World’s FIRST & ONLY
Programmable Standalone & Network Ready
Wireless Digital Pneumatic Thermostat!
Update your current pneumatic thermostat,
whether it’s: • Johnson
• Honeywell
• Barber-Colman
• Robertshaw
• Invensys
• KMC
etc.

from

Contact us at

1-877-733-3833

www.yorkland.net

Replace your existing pneumatic thermostat in minutes save energy and improve comfort

• Set “Occupied” and “Unoccupied” setpoints for heating and cooling.

Pneumatic thermostats are usually set to “occupied” all the time.
• Occupancy sensor input option allows the thermostat to save additional
energy by adjusting the comfort setpoint to “unoccupied”. Why heat or
cool when no one is in the room?
• Lower maintenance costs. No moving parts, no calibration required.

Replace pneumatic thermostats one at a time as budgets permit

• Works with your current pneumatic valves,
actuators & VAV boxes.
• Set “weekday” and “weekend” schedules.
• Network to a wireless automation system
when ready.

WORK STOPPAGES
During 2011, 40 work stoppages under Ontario jurisdiction were reported, compared to 56 reported in 2010. Work
stoppages in 2011 involved 11,502 employees and resulted in 352,160 person-days lost, compared to 10,711 employees
and 704,630 person-days lost reported in 2010. (See tables)
In 2011, 21 work stoppages were reported in the manufacturing sector, a decrease from 23 reported in 2010. The nonmanufacturing sector reported 19 work stoppages compared to 32 reported during 2010. During 2011, 0.02% of the
estimated working time in Ontario was lost due to work stoppages.
Person-Days Lost, 2010 and 2011

Manufacturing
Nonmanufacturing
Construction
All Industries

2011

2010

212,500
139,660
352,160

242,710
460,040
1,880
704,630

Work Stoppages under Ontario Jurisdiction, 2001 – 2011

# of Empl.
Involved

# of Empl. Per
Work Stoppage

# of Person
Days Lost

# of Person
Days Lost Per
Empl. Involved

Avg Duration
of Work
Stoppages
(Days Out)

Person Days
Lost as % of
Est.
Working Time

Year

# of Work
Stoppages

2001

144

34,652.00

241

671,990.00

19.4

35

0.05

2002

117

66,572.00

569

1,510,580.00

22.7

40

0.11

2003

94

23,807.00

253

494,880.00

20.8

38

0.04

2004

99

20,950.00

212

486,840.00

23.2

37

0.03

2005

76

12,239.00

161

403,210.00

32.9

45

0.03

2006

70

30,240.00

432

394,600.00

13.0

48

0.03

2007

75

25,257.00

337

389,130.00

15.4

39

0.03

2008

64

19,118.00

299

281,770.00

14.7

48

0.02

2009

64

42,573.00

665

1,549,560.00

36.4

71

0.11

2010

56

10,711.00

191

704,630.00

65.8

71

0.05

*2011

40

11,502.00

288

352,160.00

30.6

65

0.02

Source: Collective Bargaining Information Services, Dispute Resolution Services
* preliminary

the Apprentice who attains high academic achievement
upon completion of the 4 year JTAC Home Study
Program.
The 2011 – 2012 winner of the ORAC Award is:

ANNUAL GRADUATION & AWARD
PRESENTATION

Michael Platsko
(Fahrhall Mechanical Contractors Ltd.)

ORAC Award
Congratulations, Michael!
This Award, on behalf of the Ontario Refrigeration and
Air Conditioning Contractors Association, is presented to

Everything you need in HVAC/R
equipment and parts.
Frontier Wolseley provides a vast array of HVAC/R products
and parts, including air quality, energy management, gas
fireplace and water heater parts from the world’s leading
manufacturers. We have built our reputation on value-added
services and training, superior technical support, and
consistently high levels of customer service.
Frontier has 16 branches in Ontario that cater to
• Residential and commercial HVAC installation
• Service contractors
• Supermarket installation
• Commercial refrigeration contractors.
Our goal is to provide products, services and expertise to
our customers when and where they need it to improve
productivity and avoid costly down-time.

Frontier Wolseley Ontario Locations
BARRIE

LONDON

REXDALE

4 Patterson Rd
Barrie, ON L4N 5P4
T 705 722 0411 _ F 705 722 0422

549 First St.
London, ON N5V 1Z5
T 519 453 6900 _ F 519 453 7951

210 Rexdale Blvd.
Rexdale, ON M9W 1R2
T 416 246 9993 _ F 416 246 9369

BRAMPTON

MARKHAM

ST. CATHARINES

270 Rutherford Rd S. Unit 4&5
Brampton, ON L6W 3K7
T 905 450 7666 _ F 905 450 1341

55 Denison St.
Markham, ON L3R 1B5
T 905 477 7974 _ F 905 477 7989

146 Cushman Rd., Units 1,2&3
St. Catharines, ON L2M 6T6
T 905 641 2151 _ F 905 641 5205

BRANTFORD

MISSISSAUGA

SCARBOROUGH

349 Henry St. #B
Brantford, ON N3S 7V6
T 519 754 1128 _ F 519 754 1178

5235 Timberlea Blvd.
Mississauga, ON L4W 2S3
T 905 602 0223 _ F 905 629 1729

271 Nantucket Blvd.
Scarborough, ON M1P 2P2
T 416 751 2000 _ F 416 751 2156

BURLINGTON

OSHAWA

VAUGHAN

5145 North Service Rd.
Burlington, ON L7L 5H6
T 905 335 4232 _ F 905 335 8184

730 Wilson Rd S.
Oshawa, ON L1H 6E8
T 905 571 2063 _ F905 571 1182

30 Saramia Cres., Unit 2
Concord, ON L4K 3Z8
T 905 761 6136 _ F 905 761 6173

HAMILTON

OTTAWA

351 Nash Rd, N. Unit 5&6
Hamilton, ON L8H 7P4
T 905 578 4626 _ F 905 578 9787

1230 Old Innes Rd,. Unit 415
Ottawa, ON K1B 3V3
T 613 744 7792 _ F 613 748 1296

KITCHENER

PETERBOROUGH

550 Trillium Dr., Units 6&7
Kitchener, ON N2R 1K3
T 519 893 9483 _ F 519 893 8979

665 Neal Dr, Unit 4
Peterborough, ON K9J 6X7
T 705 740 2884 _ 705 740 9480

COMMERCIAL HVAC/R
Application Engineering and Design
John Decastro 905-761-6136
Frank Casimiri 905-761-6136
Audie Ditschun 905-335-4232

WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS IN 2012
Provincial Membership
Mack Mechanical Solutions Inc., Aurora, ON
Responsive Multi-Tech Services Ltd., London, ON
Associate Membership
Aon Reed Stenhouse Inc., Oakville, ON
Marks Supply Inc., Kitchener, ON

2012 – 2013 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

INDUSTRY BRIEFS

Looking Ahead

President

Mr. Grant Sheahan
Honeywell Limited

Vice President

Mr. Dino Russo
ReadAir Mechanical Services Ltd.

Treasurer

Mr. Ted Martin
Cimco Refrigeration

Immediate Past
President

Mr. David Irwin
Xtra Mechanical Limited

Directors

Mr. Ron Abernethy
Geo. A. Kelson Company Limited
Mr. Raymond Carmichael
Carmichael Engineering Ltd.
Mr. Tony Mammoliti
Ambient Mechanical Ltd.

2012 Annual Charity Golf Tournament
Thursday, July 12, 2012
Richmond Hill Golf & Country Club

ORAC MISSION STATEMENT
The purpose of the Association is to represent and
serve the HVACR Contractors in Ontario with
programs and services that promote responsible
solutions

Mr. Kevin Whitten
Rosetown Central Refrigeration
Mr. Jack McAughey
Standard Mechanical Systems Inc.
Mr. Bob Burton
E.A. Group
Mr. Phil Taggart
Black & McDonald Limited
Mr. David Steel
Wintech Air Systems Inc.
Mr. Gregg Little
Springbank Mechanical Systems
Ex-Officio MCAT

Mr. Scott Munro
Adelt Mechanical Works Ltd.

Managing
Director

Mr. Dave Honsberger
ORAC

INDUSTRY NUMBERS TO KNOW
IHSA

Carlos Figueira

905-212-7924

TSSA

Tony Scholl

416-734-3452

JTAC

Shane McCarthy

905-790-9662

ORAC

Dave Honsberger

905-670-0010

GOVERNMENT LIAISON
Legislators and government policy advisors often
fail to properly consult key players within an
industry to which the legislation could and may
have adverse and damaging effects.
ORAC recognizes the importance of actively
representing the HVACR Industry in Ontario on
matters of direct impact, and participates with other
industries in making representation on common
concerns.
It is important that legislators
understand the capabilities of our Industry in
adjusting to sometimes unrealistic laws and
standards, and at the same time, act on legislation
that allows less responsible parties to operate and
weaken the Industry’s position.
ORAC has formed a standing Technical Safety and
Standards Committee (TSSC) to represent its
Members interests with the TSSA and the Electrical
Safety Authority (ESA).

